In this paper, we compare temporal layered coding (TLC), as well as single-state coding (SSC), to multi-state video coding (MSVC) in the context of lossy video communications. MSVC is a MDC scheme where the video is coded into multiple independently decodable streams each with its own prediction process and state. The performance of these three coding schemes are analyzed at different loss rates and coding options, under the assumption that each packet contains the complete coded data for a frame, and the total bit rate is kept constant. To substitute the lost frames, MSVC employs state recovery based on motion compensated frame interpolation, whereas SSC and TLC repeat the last received frame. Results show that MSVC outperforms SSC and TLC for high motion sequences, and also for low motion sequences at high loss probabilities, due to increased state recovery ability of the system. Additionally, if one of the parallel channels of MSVC is in bad condition, unbalanced MSVC that allocates less bit rate to this channel, becomes favorable. Finally, increased error resilience with intra-GOB or frame update improves the system performance for high motion sequences at high loss rates, whereas for low motion sequences, intra updates are disadvantageous due to the penalty on the source coding quality.
INTRODUCTION
Video Communication over wireless networks and Internet is still a demanding issue due to long delays and packet losses which cause quality degradation. Multiple Description Coding [6] is a source coding technique used for transmission over error-prone channels. Two or more descriptions of the same source are generated which are mutually refining. If only one description is received the reconstruction distortion is D1 or D2. If both descriptions are received, however, a lower distortion D0 is achieved. Multistate video coding (MSVC) is a particular multiple description scheme where the video frames are split into two subsequences constituted of even and odd frames. Each subsequence can be encoded and decoded independently from each other. The advantage is twofold: 1-Even if one of the streams is lost the other one can still be decoded. 2 
-The lost
This work was supported in part by Technical University Berlin and the Swiss National Science Foundation. frames can be reconstructed by interpolation of their previous and next neighbors from the other subsequence (state recovery). Block diagram of the MSVC system is given in Figure 1 . Reference [1] shows that if each frame is transmitted in a separate packet, MSVC outperforms SSC in recovering from single as well as burst errors. In this work, we compare the average performance of MSVC to SSC and also to Temporal Layered Coding (TLC) at the same total bitrate and at various channel loss rates (independent and uniformly distributed losses). Similar to MSVC, multiple bitstreams are generated in TLC [5] . Even if some portion of the bitstream is dropped due to channel problems, a reconstruction may still be possible with the received rest of the bitstream. However, in layered coding the reception of the base layer is mandatory for the decoding of the enhancement layer, contrarily to multiple description coding that enables independent decoding of the descriptions. Descriptions are in general mutually refining, while layers are hierarchically ordered, and thus natural candidates for differentiated protection.
In the literature there are several comparison studies of specific layered and multiple description schemes for special transmission scenarios. A summary is given in [7] which shows that MDC has advantages over Layered Coding for networks where feedback is not available due to lack of back channel or due to long round trip times or low delay constraints as for streaming video applications. The results vary when the source coding techniques are combined with FEC or ARQ.
In this paper, we consider streaming scenarios where multiple channels are available between the server and the client. MSVC uses both transmission paths, as well as TLC that separates the base and enhancement layers, where the enhancement layer contains each second frame coded as a B-frame. In SSC, the complete bitstream is sent over the same path.We investigate two cases: In the first case, the loss probabilities of the two paths are the same, i.e. p1 = p2, but the losses are independent from each other. In the second case, SSC is compared to MSVC, where one of the paths used for MSVC is lossless. We assume that each packet contains a frame and when a packet is lost, all information about the frame including the motion information is lost. In case of loss, SSC uses the last received frame to replace lost frames and MSVC implements state recovery based on motion compensated frame interpolation [1] . For all the comparisons, we target the same total bitrate RT for the [4] and [3] ). In the sequel, MSVC b denotes balanced quantized MSVC where the total bitrate RT is allocated equally between the two streams considered, whereas MSVCu is the unbalanced MSVC where more bitrate is allocated to the more reliable channel. Additionally, we investigate the effect of GOB and frame intra updates on the three coding techniques. This way, we increase the number of resources for optimal rate allocation.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2.1 presents the experimental setup, whereas several streaming scenarios are analyzed in section 2.2. Section 3 discusses the experimental results, and presents a series of heuristics particularly useful in the choice of an efficient coding strategy. Section 4 concludes the paper.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Experimental Setup
We consider two types of sequences: Foreman as a high motion sequence and Akiyo as a low motion sequence. The coding parameters (quantization stepsizes of intra and remaining frames, periods of GOB and frame updates and total bitrate RT ) are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for MSVC, SSVC and TLC respectively, "A." denotes Akiyo and "F." stands for Foreman. The different rate allocations under consideration for MSVCu are given in Table 4 . For all the comparisons, we target the same total bitrate RT for all three coding methods (140 kbit/s for Foreman and 19 kbit/s for Akiyo). We considered the first 200 frames from each sequence.
The lossy transmission is simulated using random loss patterns. The average PSNR over all frames in each run is averaged over all loss patterns. 100 randomly generated loss patterns are used for each loss rate. MSVC uses Approach 2 from [1] , that aims at maximizing the average frame PSNR by using interpolation from the past and future frames not only for lost frames, but also if the current frame PSNR can be increased through interpolation instead of using the received packet [4] . Figure 2 gives a comparison of the coding methods SSC, TLC and MSVC. MSVC outperforms SSVC by 5 to 7 dB over the loss rate range. This is a huge gain although we assumed that both channels are error prone. Moreover SSC outperforms TLC as the loss rate increases: at 20% loss rate, the gap between the two methods is about 0.8 dB. Figure 3 shows the case when the first channel used for MSVC is lossless whereas the second one has the same loss rate as the channel used by SSC. The probability that we catch a second channel with a better transmission condition is the main idea behind path diversity. At 20% loss rate, MSVCu outperforms SSC by 14 dB when p1 = 0%. The PSNR gap between MSVCu and MSVC b is about 1 dB at 20% loss rate, i.e.: unbalanced channels call for unbalanced rate allocations. Figures 4 and 5 show the same comparisons for the low motion sequence Akiyo. Error concealment is easier due to low motion. Therefore SSC with repetition of the last received frame as concealment technique gives good performance in lossy environment and outperforms MSVC when loss rate is smaller than about 15% as shown in figure 4 . But when loss rate increases beyond this limit, it is better to employ MSVC. Although unbalanced rate allocations are better at smaller loss rates (MSVCu), larger loss rates require balanced rate allocations (MSVC b ). When the first channel is lossless, MSVCu performs always better than MSVC b . Moreover, MSVCu performs 4dB better than SSC at 20% loss rate.
In the next step, we compare the methods when intraupdates are used. Figures 6 and 7 show the cases with intra GOB-and frame updates for Foreman respectively. The threshold loss probability increases with the introduction of updates. All coding techniques profit from updates at high loss probabilities. The performance increase in SSC and TLC is larger than in MSVC. Using intra updates for Akiyo is not a good idea, since the gain of motion compensation is very high and a small rate is available for coding (the corresponding figures are omitted here due to limited space). TLC performs best, since enhancement layer uses no update. The differences between different methods are smaller for Akiyo. MSVC outperforms SSC at about 15% loss rate. Moreover, MSVC outperforms SSC when the first channel is lossless. 
DISCUSSION
For Foreman, when both of the channels have the same loss rate, MSVC outperforms SSC and TLC. The difference increases with increasing loss rate. But at lossless transmission there is a penalty for MSVC due to sequence splitting, i.e. increased temporal distance which decreases the prediction gain. Moreover introducing intra-updates increases the performance of MSVC as well as of other coding methods for high loss rate. But for lossless transmission, the performance drops due to the wasted bitrate for intra coding. For the same total bitrate RT , intra updates give better performance than GOB intra updates. Additionally, we see that balanced loss probabilities call for balanced rate allocations.
For Akiyo, however, repetition of the last received frame in case of losses gives good results due to low motion. MSVC outperforms SSC only at high loss probabilities. Frame splitting in MSVC is disadvantageous due to the high cost of intra frames (the first frame of each subsequence is coded intra).
The slopes of distortion-loss rate relations for MSVCu and MSVC b are very small when one of the channels is lossless, as shown in Figures 3 and 5 . The reason is that the average PSNR for the lossless received stream does not change with the loss rate, and that the lost frames in the lossy stream are reconstructed through interpolations from the lossless stream. Moreover, the slope of MSVCu is smaller than of MSVC b . Since more bitrate is allocated to the reliable channel (smaller quantization distortion), interpolation errors in case of losses are smaller. For Akiyo, the slopes of MSVCu and MSVC b are nearly zero, since frame interpolation gives always good results due to low motion.
The experiments show that if one of the channels is lossless, MSVC outperforms both SSC and TLC for both sequences. Even if both of the channels have the same loss probability, at high loss probabilities MSVC gives the best performance. The threshold loss probability for MSVC is dependent on the motion content of the sequence, e.g. about 0.5% for Foreman and 15% for Akiyo. The performance gap between SSC and MSVC is larger for high motion sequences.
CONCLUSIONS
For deciding which coding technique and which coding options are to choose, the following factors are important: motion content of the sequence, and loss rate of the channels (obtained by methods like channel probing etc.). Generally, MSVC is to be preferred at high loss probabilities. The threshold loss probability is higher for low motion sequences. Moreover, introduction of intra-updates increases the threshold loss probability, i.e. SSVC and TLC profits more from intra updates than MSVC. For high motion sequences, MSVC combined with frame-intra-frames gives the best results at high loss probabilities. For low motion sequences, however, intra-updates decrease the system performance. Frame-intra-updates are more efficient than GOB-intra-updates in recovering from state errors.
In this paper, we compared MSVC to SSC and TLC at different loss rates and coding options. In each case, we targeted a constant total bitrate RT to allow a fair comparison. Both for MSVC and TLC, we assumed that two independent channels are in use with independent loss patterns. We investigated both balanced and unbalanced operation for MSVC. In balanced operation half of the total bitrate is allocated to each stream, whereas in unbalanced case more bitrate is assigned to the first channel which is more reliable than the second one.
Further work will focus on joint optimization of redundancy, frame rate and also the quantization stepsize of the MSVC streams depending on the channel loss probabilities.
